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The dark side of digital
innovation
There are currently 7.8 Billion 1 people in the world, and in 2020, the
number of digital shoppers is expected to reach 2.05 Billion 2 , or over 26%
of global population. As our lives become increasingly connected - there are
currently 31 Billion “Connected Things” and this is predicted to rise to 75 Billion
by 2025 3 - and more digital, so do our behaviours: remote working has increased
by 140% since 2005, and today, 16% of companies exclusively hire remote
workers. By 2028, 75% of companies will employ some remote workers, while
33% of workers will be fully remote.
Expectedly, mobile usage has now overtaken desktop 4, largely driven by a
younger demographic much more willing to embrace technology in every aspect
of their lives, while even those previously reluctant to use mobile devices for
banking or payments are now appreciably more open to doing so. Whether
shopping, banking or selling online, we do much more of that than using social
networks or streaming music 5. As businesses rely on more and more data to
provide us with even greater personalised, safe and seamless experiences, they
must balance customer security, privacy and fraud prevention with convenience.
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SECURITY & FRAUD

You Haven't Been Yourself Lately: Digital Identity
Trends 2020
By PYMNTS
Posted on January 13.2020

Predictably, the volume of online payment fraud losses is on the rise worldwide,
6

and projected to more than double by 2023, compared to 2018 . Indeed, in the
last six months of 2019 7, mobile attacks overtook desktop for the ﬁrst time, and an
extremely high percentage of such incidents were recorded on new account
creations, illustrating how e-commerce continues to be a prime target for
monetising stolen identity credentials gleaned from data breaches. Whilst
Identity Theft leading to fraudulent account creations or takeovers is relatively
familiar, we have also seen a signiﬁcant rise in Synthetic Identity Fraud, which still
remains less understood.
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What is Synthetic Identity Fraud?
No longer the realm of script kiddies, cybercrime globally generates revenues
that rival some of the largest economies of the world, with knowledge sharing,
services, and tools that facilitate fraud networks across the planet. As we are
faced with ever increasing amounts of data ﬂowing across ever blurring
geographical boundaries, the business challenge is to be able to protect
consumers’ personal data everywhere, tackle fraud wherever it happens and do
so fast. Governments are faced with the same challenges, as they try to develop
regulations that are not only able to cope with new technologies, but also cater
for new crimes, whilst fostering innovation and competition.

As we are faced with ever increasing amounts
of data ﬂowing across ever blurring
geographical boundaries, the business
challenge is to be able to protect consumers’
personal data everywhere, tackle fraud
wherever it happens and do so fast.
Businesses use a variety of fraud detection and prevention methods to tackle
Identity Theft. Yet most still rely on passwords as the top form of authentication 8.
The challenge is to be able to recognise genuine customers during a faceless
interaction. Whilst the use of modern authentication methods, such as
biometrics, go a long way to address traditional ID theft – that is, determining
that the account holder is who they say they are – identifying a synthetic identity
using these methods would only serve to verify that synthetic identity – i.e. the
account itself belongs to a criminal.
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Synthetic Identity Fraud (SIF) is perpetrated by combining ﬁctitious and
sometimes genuine information (e.g. a real social security number – often from a
child, the elderly or homeless - with a ﬁctitious name, driver’s license and address)
to create brand new identities to defraud ﬁnancial institutions, businesses and
government agencies.
According to the US Federal Reserve 9, SIF is globally the fastest growing ﬁnancial
crime and 85-95% of potential synthetic identities are not identiﬁed by traditional
fraud models. Currently, 20% of credit losses are attributed to SIF, costing lenders
$6 Billion in 2016, with an average fraud loss of $15,000 per account.

Diﬀerentiating traditional identity fraud from synthetic identity fraud
Traditional
Identity Fraud

Legitimate Use

Syntetic
Identity Fraud

Perpetrator

Person A

Perpetrator

Person A’s name

Person A’s name

Social Security

Social Security

Social Security

*****
***

*****
***

*****
***

Person A

Persona A

This is a fraudster who pretends to
be another real person in order to
use his or her credit.
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Person A

Persona A

This is a real person who uses valid
information to set up accounts and
obtain credit.

Other fake
identifying
information

Fake name

Person A

Syntetic ID

This is a fraudster who combines fake
and sometimes, real information to
establish a credit record under the
new synthetic identity.

FINANCE

Criminals are using‘Frankenstein
identities to steal from banks and
credit unions

‘
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The tip of the iceberg
As data breaches have become a part of everyday life, this, combined
with our collective over- sharing on social media, successful social
engineering and security failings, makes identity theft very lucrative for
criminals. When creating a synthetic identity, a fraudster only needs an
unused social security number (or other trusted credentials), with which
they can establish a new identity with credit bureaus.
Step one is to apply for a loan with the
synthetic identity, which will be
declined because there is no credit
history on ﬁle for this “person”. Yet the
loan request will create a new credit
proﬁle, validating the “existence” of
that identity. The fraudster will then
continue to apply for credit at various
lenders, until approval is ﬁnally
granted, usually from organisations
willing to work with high-risk
borrowers. This can take months, or
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even years, as a good credit history is
built via small purchases that are
promptly paid oﬀ. The use of false
identiﬁcation documents, social media
and P.O. boxes can make the identity
appear even more real, while available
credit is increased with new cards and
higher limits. The ﬁnal stage of this
fraud is the “Bust Out”: as an
opportunity for a high pay-out presents
itself, the synthetic identity will max out
all credit and disappear.

The scale of this activity can be frightening. In 2013, a major criminal operation
involved over 7,000 synthetic ID’s, 25,000 credit cards and racked up losses of
$200 million.
Synthetic Identity Fraud presents numerous risks for an organisation:

Regulatory:

Operational:

increased scrutiny due to
compliance violations (KYC &
AML)

disruption of operations and
ineﬀicient use of resources

Reputational:

Financial:

consumer conﬁdence, money
laundering, ﬁnancing criminal or
terrorist activities

fraud losses, ﬁnes and increased
operating expenses

Worryingly, Synthetic Identity Fraud is just the tip of the iceberg: in this example
of a synthetic identity crime ring, the initial creation of the synthetic identity led to
further ﬁnancial crime, such as establishing fake companies, money laundering,
or the funding of crime or terrorism.
The challenge for organisations is to be able to recognise genuine customers and
to address all forms of ID theft.
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A Synthetic Identity Crime Ring Example

Money Laundering
Over 95% of charges on one merchant
terminal were fraudulent; ~$386,000
was processed in 8 months

Collusive of Fake Companies

Payment Mechanisms

Controlled over 80 sham merchants
that conducted little to no
legitimate business

Credit card transactions, checks,
wires, ATM withdrawals
deposits, etc.

18 Individuals
7,000 Identities
25,000 Credit Cards
1,800 Addresses

$ 200 Million
Massive Scale

Proﬁts

AL, AZ, CA, CT, FL, GA, ID, IL, IN, IA,
KS, KY, ME, MD, MI, MS, MO, NJ, NY,
NC, OH, PA, TX, UT, VT, VA, WA, WI

Millions of dollars in fraud
proceeds were wired overseas
to Pakistan, India, UAE, Canada,
Romania, China and Japan

Enterprise
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Merchant

AML

Payment

Funding

The financial cost of SIFs
Financial institutions risk substantial ﬁnes for breach of
Anti-Money Laundering (AML), Know your Customer (KYC) and
sanctions regulations and those penalties totalled $36 Billion
globally in December 2019 .
10
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This represents an increase of 160% over the past 15 months, while in 2019, no less
than twelve of the world’s top ﬁfty banks were ﬁned for non-compliance. One Swiss
bank received the largest single ﬁne of $5.1 billion by the French Criminal Court for
AML breaches, representing $200k more than the bank’s 2018 net proﬁt. This made
Switzerland the largest oﬀender by country.
Italian banks were the second largest oﬀenders in 2019, clocking up almost $1.5
Billion in ﬁnes for sanctions violations and GDPR breaches. European ﬁnancial
institutions were issued with penalties for AML breaches and sanctions violations with
countries such as Iran, Cuba, North Korea, Sudan, Libya and Myanmar. These
accounted for two-thirds of all such ﬁnes issued by US regulators. In APAC (0.07% of
the 2019 ﬁne value) the majority of ﬁnes were levied by regulators for AML and KYC
deﬁciencies in India (14), Chinese Taipei (10) and Pakistan (8).
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The challenge
2,543 views | Oct 8, 2019, 08:15am

Traditional, rule-based,
static fraud detection
methods, usually based on
historical data, are
increasingly inadequate as a
means to tackle cyber fraud
in our real-time,
hyper-connected world.

Synthetic Identity
Fraud Is The Fastest
Growing Financial
Crime --What Can
Banks Do To Fight It?
Technology
Council

Glenn Larson Forbes Councils Member
Forbes Technology Council
COUNCIL POST | Paid Program
Innovation

New technologies, based on real-time detection, machine learning, device
intelligence and behavioural biometrics, as well as attribute correlation, go a
long way to tackle traditional ID theft. For a holistic approach to tackle all
aspects of ID Theft, including SIF – as there is very little diﬀerence between a
genuine ID and a synthetic one at the time of onboarding – a layered
methodology, addressing the potential increased friction in the customer
experience, is required.

The need
Such an approach requires in-depth understanding of all interactions, so
leveraging third party data and threat intelligence sources becomes essential.
This enables businesses to recognise that real people have real histories,
attributes of which can be found in multiple data sources, both physical and
digital. Such trails are extremely hard to fake as they are detailed and include
data that spans many years.
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For example
...a real person might have taken out a student loan ten years ago, and
over that period held email, social-media and various other digital
accounts. They will have phone and employment records and, most
probably, previous addresses. Genuine identities will always exhibit
consistent attributes over time, and therefore, these attributes will
regularly appear in diﬀerent data sources.

By contrast, synthetic identities tend to be inconsistent. While the fake applicant
may give some real details such as a name that reoccurs in various data banks,
other elements of the proﬁle are fabricated so they will not reoccur. Conversely,
in cases where the identity is entirely ﬁctitious, it might appear to be too uniform;
for instance, with no changes at all to the address, email account or other data
over several years.
The key to determining whether applicants are genuine is to evaluate the depth
and consistency of information available about them using multiple data sources.
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Know Your Customer:
how EMDYN can help
Banks used to know their customers through physical
interactions at the local branch, but in a world where online
digital onboarding is becoming the norm, this is rapidly
disappearing.
As regulated entities, banks are required to verify the identity of new customers.
However, when a potential customer wishes to open a new account, and
presents a passport or driver’s licence, how can businesses check against
millions of account records whether that same individual already has
another account under a diﬀerent name?
With this in mind, EMDYN BioTrace has been built to provide businesses with the
means to identify genuine customers, without compromising the user
experience and introducing unnecessary friction.
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BioTrace intelligence for
financial institutions
A layered approach against fraud
BioTrace Intelligence for ﬁnancial institutions delivers a fast, cost-eﬀective and
scalable solution to both the technological and human challenges posed by
synthetic identity fraud and more generic identity theft. By providing actionable
intelligence through a layered approach, BioTrace enables businesses to
mitigate both identity and digital risks.

Biometric identity validation
Through the use of biometric technology, BioTrace can search at a rate of
approximately 800 million faces per second. This high-speed search
capability can help to identify persons of interest, unmask identity fraud, discover
if the same person is using multiple identities or track individuals through various
data feeds (e.g. oﬀicial documents such as passport or identity card scans, near
real-time CCTV feeds, video ﬁles such as YouTube, news broadcasts, social
media channels, etc). Using these multiple data sources, BioTrace can
automatically ﬁnd, extract, index and cross-reference faces, as well as identify
links with associates. With this, genuine users can be authenticated, over and
above the recognition of an authorised device accessing the account, and fake
identities can be automatically added to a blacklist to prevent future fraud.

Through the use of biometric technology,
BioTrace can search at a rate of approximately
800 million faces per second.
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The indexing process creates a unique identiﬁer which is far more diﬀicult to
falsify than an address, name, passport or utility bills. Through this, BioTrace
can validate the identity against the current customer base and provide
alerts on potential duplicates and other risk factors.
Ultra-fast, precise and fully scalable, BioTrace can:

Ingest all identity scans/pictures of
customers - up to 10m at once via a
ﬁle-based upload at a rate of 400
images per second

Check the data against itself to detect
duplicates and spot identity fraud - we
match everybody against everybody
to identify duplicates.

Optimise and clean up the source
documents - up to 10m at once ﬁltering
out the clutter and optimise the
picture quality

Deliver a report with duplicate
entities

However, identity validation is just the ﬁrst layer in the solution: BioTrace also
provides investigative tools for a deeper analysis to detect potential frauds.

Proactive alerting
Unlike transaction-based fraud detection methods, BioTrace prevents fraudulent
identities (e.g. terrorists, sanction list, criminals etc.) from applying for accounts
before the actual damage is done – during onboarding - moving from chasing
incidents to a more proactive approach.
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In addition, BioTrace constantly monitors credentials data breaches in
order to provide organisations with proactive alerts on compromised data
so either individuals opening new accounts or existing customers can be
monitored or assigned a higher risk value.

Intelligence context
Proactive alerting drives BioTrace’s intelligence capability by utilising various closed
and open data sources to provide rich entity context and valuable insights. Entity
data such as individual, groups, organisations, locations or events and assets
can be analysed. BioTrace covers sources such as the internet, forums, blogs,
television, newspapers, radio and the deep/dark web. BioTrace’s digital risk
intelligence expands on the organisational footprint covering its key executives,
locations, brands and assets such as IBAN preﬁxes and domains. BioTrace provides
your organisation with an opportunity to cooperate with other departments, law
enforcement agencies (national or international) or ﬁnancial services associations
to exchange blacklists and providing them with up to date information.
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Scalability and flexibility
BioTrace readily scales for the future:

Search fast cross billion faces

Ingest speeds of 100GB per second

10 million new indexes a day in 76 languages

Extensive dark web coverage

Distributed deployment on one location or 1000 locations

Multiple deployment options (on premise or hybrid)

Quick deployment: within one month

Data privacy retention
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EMDYN’s
personal approach
EMDYN aims to empower you
with visionary technology,
bringing clarity to your
security issues and creating
intuitive intelligence-led
solutions. We help you move
from a reactive to a
pre-emptive stance so you
can focus valuable time and
resources on achieving your
goals. Led by senior
professionals, whether
executives or engineers,
EMDYN ensures a
co-ordinated, and always
personal, response to client
needs.

Security is a serious subject which calls for a high standard of technical
competency and true commitment to the task. Technology can also be enjoyable
and it is important for us that the client experience is personable; honest, reliable
yet always friendly. At ENDYM we aim to demonstrate dedication in our work, a
real passion for technology and a personal service that has the client’s welfare at
its heart. Importantly, we recognise that a “one-size-ﬁts-all” approach is not
suited to address individual business needs and risk appetites. Our approach is
to always tailor our services to clients’ speciﬁc needs and situations.
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Why choose EMDYN
BioTrace?
EMDYN is a highly specialised company which provides agile intelligence-led
solutions to a range of security problems to enable businesses to stay ahead of
the curve. With over 10 years’ experience in the ﬁeld of intelligence and data
collection,
Unique to EMDYN, BioTrace is built from the ground up with performance,
speed, accuracy, scalability and security in mind to future-proof your
organisation:

Layered approach, tailored to your needs

Large scale biometric validation

Structured and unstructured data sources, able to cope with low quality media

Threat intelligence and cooperation, through open and closed data sources

Proactive alerting and automatic blacklisting of fake IDs

Flexible deployment on client premises

Fully compliant with privacy legislations
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BioTrace has applications across multiple situations including:
Veriﬁcation that the actual holders of oﬀicial documents such as
passports and ID cards needed for account openings are genuine
Real-time biometric validation of CCTV feed for ATM cash withdrawals
Real-time identiﬁcation of persons of interest to counter terrorism or
organised crime
Identiﬁcation of membership or ticketing fraud

Validation of traveller status at border control posts

Safeguarding unauthorised entry to business premises

With BioTrace’s unique
technology, and its
personal approach to
delivering services,
EMDYN is able to help
its clients combat not
only identity validation
issues associated with
traditional ID theft, but
also eﬀectively address
the lesser understood
synthetic identity fraud.
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Find out how EMDYN BioTrace can provide
a cost eﬀective, accurate solution to your ID
validation issues.

Let’s talk
emdyn.com
sales@emdyn.net
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